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Message by the PRESIDENT  

Dear All, 

In a relatively short time, Agico has grown to over 17 branches throughout Pakistan, offering 

unmatched levels of service excellence that have 

helped excel the company one rung higher each 

year on the credit ratings ladder. In this highly 

competitive environment of the insurance indus-

try, our company has maintained its clientele by 

providing the best we can. Like a blossoming bud 

in hand, I expect our company to flourish as the 

year moves on.  

 
Warm Regards,  

Abdul Waheed  

 

Message by the CHIEF EDITOR 

Dear Readers, 

Once again it’s time to touch base with you regarding what’s happening within the company 

and outside. This newsletter shall continue to be a vehicle for pro-

moting fluent communication among all members of the company 

and shall comprise of varying sections starting from company events 

to the latest issues in insurance industry. I am looking forward to 

contributions from your side at nl@agico.com.pk. 

 

Warm Regards,  

Fawad Asif Rana  
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To be amongst the  leading insurance companies of the country with the clear perception of 

upholding the principles of corporate governance and making AGICO a profitable and growth 

oriented insurance company while creating insurance awareness and culture. 

 

To become a leading insurance company by providing client friendly services through highly 

motivated and dedicated team of professionals and ensuring progressive return to the share-

holders. 
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           Vision 

        Mission 

        Core Values 

        Our Smart Products 
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Our Employees at Other Branches 
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ISLAMABAD 
RAWALPINDI  II 

LAHORE I 

LAHORE III 

BAHAWALPUR 

FAISALABAD II 

ABBOTTABAD 

HYDERABAD 
FAISALABAD I 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2013 

AGM (April 30, 2013) 

The agenda of the meeting revolved around confirming the Minutes of the 17th Annual General Meeting held 

on April 24, 2012. Also to receive, consider and adopt the Financial Statements of the Company for the year 

ended December 31, 2012 together with Directors’ and Auditors’ Reports. The appointment of Auditors of the 

Company for the year ending December 31, 2013 was also decided in this particular meeting.  Overall financial 

performance of the company was reviewed and suggestions shared.  
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4 factors that impacted health insurance industry in 2013 

       he health insurance industry has witnessed consistent 

growth since its launch in 1986, more so after the liberalization 

of the insurance sector in 2000. The growth has been especially 

magnificent in the last five years, following the advent of 

standalone health insurers and various government-sponsored 

health insurance schemes. In 2013, the health insurance industry 

got a great fillip, with several noteworthy events making the 

news headlines. 

More awareness & relevance 

Most people are yet to accept insurance as a tool for financing 

healthcare expenses. They usually procrastinate when it comes 

to buying health insurance unless faced with a challenging situa-

tion. To counter this, GIC and the Insurance Regulatory and De-

velopment Authority (Irda) launched a comprehensive marketing 

media campaign aimed at boosting awareness across different 

segments of the population. This effort, we believe, will aid the 

growth of awareness in the long run, and help health insurance 

evolve as an important financial tool. 

A step to boost penetration 

Thanks to high medical inflation, paying for healthcare expenses 

out of personal funds is no longer viable for the common Indian. 

Unfortunately, only about 30% of Indian population has some 

kind of financial tool to cover its medical expenses either partial-

ly or wholly. The industry has been unable to expand its reach, 

especially in Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities, with lack of effective distri-

bution channels a cause of concern. 

To improve health insurance penetration, I believe, the regulator 

has taken a step in the right direction by allowing standalone 

health insurers to distribute their products to bank customers. 

This will ensure wider reach for health insurance products, and it 

can happen at a very brisk pace. 

For mono-line companies like us, it is not feasible to set up 

branches in locations with limited potential as it takes at least 5-

7 years to break even. By partnering banks for distribution, we 

will get a shot in the arm as far as widening reach is concerned. 

Boosting uniformity 

Although the need for adoption of health insurance is obvious , 

people are hesitant to purchase medical covers due to the con-

fusion they harbor. There are many products available in the 

market nowadays that vary in terms of the benefits offered, ex-

clusions, waiting periods and inclusions. 

In order to bring in better clarity among customers and create a 

level-playing field, Irda has created ‘Health Insurance Standardi-

zation Guidelines’, which all health insurance providers must 

follow. 

The guidelines have standardized the 46 most commonly used 

definitions/terms/conditions in health insurance policies. They 

also include definitions of 11 common critical illnesses covered 

under various health insurance policies in India. All this is done 

to ensure there is no ambiguity among products and so that cus-

tomers can make informed decisions while choosing a policy. 

The creation of the standardized guidelines is a step in the right 

direction and it will bring in a number of spinoff benefits. 

Product innovation 

One size no more fits all, and to keep pace with changing con-

sumer behavior and demographics, the industry has started 

moving from the basic indemnity format to coverage of specific 

ailments, laden with benefits and features. This year, disease-

management products have made an appearance in the market, 

and these policies are aimed at specific diseases. With preven-

tive care being used worldwide as a means to reduce the effect 

of lifestyle-related ailments, it’s time India moved towards dis-

ease-specific health insurance programs. 

A lot of effort has been made this year and the stakeholders in 

the segment — insurance companies, healthcare providers, TPAs 

and the regulatory body — must work as a cohesive unit to en-

sure long-term growth. Insurance companies must be able to 

bring all these parties together to ensure that the customer ben-

efits the most and is able to handle medical emergencies with-

out any hassle. 

(The writer is chief executive officer, Apollo Munich Health  

Insurance.) 
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New Additions to AGICO Family 
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NAME DEPARTMENT 

AMMAR ALI MIS 

FAHAD HUSSAIN UNDERWRITING 

MUHAMMAD ASIM BILAL MIS 

HAFIZ MAHMOOD AKBER MARKETING 

RANA MUJEEB UR REHMAN MARKETING 
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WHAT’S NEW, WHAT’S HAPPENING 

NUST (NICE) International Workshop [June 2013] 

NUST organized an International Conference based on “Structural Fire Safety and Design” which was 

attended by employees from the Underwriting department. The feedback received was quite positive.  

 

DWE WORKSHOPS [May 2013] 

The Directorate of Workers Education organized various workshops for employees across the indus-

try. Ranging from leadership skills to enhancing productivity, there was a wide range of workshops 

which were quite valuable and came in handy for our employees. The feedback from the employees 

who attended these workshops was positive as these involved extensive learning.  

 

GRAND MOVIE NIGHT FOR CLIENTS [May 2013] 

AGICO organized the Grand Movie Night at ARENA, Bahria Town, Rawalpindi for the purpose of build-

ing camaraderie and developing mutual ties with its clientele.  The event was a huge success and was 

closed by handing complimentary caps and t-shirts to the clients and their immediate families.  
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WHAT’S NEW, WHAT’S HAPPENING 

FPCCI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD (JUNE 2013) 

The Chief Executive at AGICO, MR. ABDUL WAHEED, has shown remarkable leadership and innovation 

qualities. At AGICO, he introduced novel techniques of working, cut costs, filled in quality gaps, fo-

cused on human resource effectiveness and built on the credit rating of the company as a result.  He 

has helped establish a strong MIS system to improve controls, helped the company to improve rating 

from A minus (A-) to A, he also introduced tracker system for controlling motor claims and a 24/7 

claim customer service facility, improving efficiency and ties with customers. Paid-up capital and gross 

premium have also risen as a result of sales staff trainings. Effective austerity measures have been im-

plemented and also an online bidding system under his refined leadership. All these contributions on 

the part of the Chief Executive of Agico reflect his strong management and analytical skills. Just like 

industries are not set up in a day the amount of experience, commitment, change and initiative taking 

required to excel in management of a business entity cannot be overlooked and is precisely the sub-

stantiation that AGICO deserved this award.  
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If People Were Really Honest in Job Interviews 

Interviewer: Thanks for taking the time to come in, although I'm sure you weren't busy at all, seeing as you're unemployed. 

Applicant: Yeah, that's true. I mean I have DVR so I'm really not missing anything important. Although this is really early for me, 

I usually wake up around noon, lay in bed until 12:30. Ish. 

Interviewer: Excellent. So why are you interested in this job? 

Applicant: I'm not, I just need a job. 

Interviewer: Okay. Just so you know, we will be taking advantage of you and paying you the bare minimum. 

Applicant: And just so you know, I will be doing the bare minimum. 

Interviewer: Okay, but our expectations are going to be, let's say, unreasonably high. Like if you could be as much like a high-

speed robot as possible, that would be ideal. 

Applicant: Yeah, I'm not interested in any of that. I'm pretty much looking for a job where I don't have to move much or think 

much, so I have the time and energy to do the things I actually care about. 

Interviewer: Why don't you get a job doing the things you care about? 

Applicant: I'm trying, but in the interim I need a job that will barely cover my cost of living. You know what I'm saying? 

Interviewer: I think so. I was once like you, had dreams. But I gave up on them. I gave up on all my dreams, and that's why I'm 

here. 

Applicant: I thought that might be the case. I mean I assumed it was. I guessed that you used to be full of life, but after years in 

this place, you had every last bit of hope drained from your body. 

Interviewer: Yes, that's exactly what happened. And now what I do is take that hope out of people younger than me, the people I 

hire, and basically I harvest it. It's like — are you familiar with how vampires work? 

Applicant: Sure. 

Interviewer: Great, I'll make note of that. So I'm like a vampire, a hope vampire, and when you leave here every day, you'll be 

completely devoid of hope or happiness. 

Applicant: So you're like a Dementor, really. 

Interviewer: Yes! I wasn't sure if Harry Potter was something you were familiar with, but yeah, I'm a Dementor. 

Applicant: Okay, so is everyone I've ever worked for. 

Interviewer: Great! This is going really well. What are your biggest strengths and weaknesses? 

Applicant: I have very few strengths that would be of any use at all in this kind of environment. I'd say my biggest weakness, if 

you wanna call it that, is that I just don't care. 

Interviewer: And why did you leave your last job? 

Applicant: I wanted to move on and do other things. 

Interviewer: Which means… 

Applicant: I was fired. 

Interviewer: Good, good. Well I'll let you know, and by that I 

mean I'll never call you, and will instead leave you waiting and 

wondering for weeks. 

Applicant: Business as usual! 

 

by Lori C. on May 21, 2013 
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Branch Address Phone Fax Email Address 

Head office AWT plaza, 4th floor, the Mall road, Rawalpindi. 051-9272425-7 051-9272424 info@agico.com.pk 

Head Office (Underwriting/Claims Deptt, Askari Health) 276-A, 

Peshawar road, Rawalpindi Cantt 

051-5125053-4, 

5125017 

051-5125056, 

5125017 

agicoho@agico.com.pk 

Islamabad I 11-West Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area, Islamabad.  051-

2279565,2270471-

3 

051-2279566 agicoisb@agico.com.pk 

Islamabad II 11-West Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area, Islamabad. 051-

2279565,2270471 

051-2279566 agicoisb@agico.com.pk 

Rawalpindi-II National Business Centre, Shamsabad,   Murree 051-9290479, 051-9290499 agicorwp@agico.com.pk 

Rawalpindi-III Ist/3rd Floor, Sam Plaza, Unit No.40/10+11 Bank 051-9273661-2 051-9273660 agicorwp3@agico.com.pk 

Jhelum 1st Floor, Soldier Plaza, Civil Lines, Jhelum. 0544-9270339 0544-9270374 agicojlm@agico.com.pk 

Sialkot 1st Floor, Oberoi Co-operative Building, Paris Road, 

Sialkot 

052-4582381 052-4582382 agicoslt@agico.com.pk 

Gujranwala 1st Floor, Al-Azhar Plaza, Opp. Iqbal High School, 

Ghalla Mandi, G.T. Road, Gujranwala. 

055-3856324, 

3734326 

055-3856325 agicogrw@agico.com.pk 

Lahore I 914-C, Shouk Chowk, Faisal Town, Mulana Shoukat 

Ali Road, Lahore. 

0423-5161545-7, 

 

0423-5160222 agicolhr@agico.com.pk 

Lahore III 

  

Office# 106, 1st Floor, Lateef Centre Ichra, 100-

Ferozpur Road, Lahore 

0423-7502327-29 0423-7502330 agicolhr3@agico.com.pk 

Faisalabad 2nd Floor, Platinum Centre, Kotwali Road, Faisalabad. 041-2412302-5 041-2412301 agicofsd@agico.com.pk 

Faisalabad -II Office No: 13-16, 1st Floor, Kohinoor One Plaza, Ja-

ranwala Road, Faisalabad. 

041-8501862-3 041-8501861 asif.majeed@agico.com.pk 

Multan 

  

Golden Heights, Near High Court, Nustrat Road, Mul-

tan Cantt.. 

061-4547842 061-4547862 agicormtn@agico.com.pk 

Hyderabad 1st Floor, Gul Centre, Thandi Sarak, Hyderabad. 022-2729689 022-2783976 agicohyd@agico.com.pk 

Karachi-I Marium Centre, Plot # 167-G,Mezzanine Floor Khalid 

Bin Waleed Road, Karachi 

0213-4306704-6 0213-4306709-
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agicokch@agico.com.pk 

Karachi-II 3rd Floor, AWT Plaza, I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi. 0213-2273513-5 0213-2214332 agicokch2@agico.com.pk 

Peshawar 6th Floor, State Life Building, The Mall, Peshawar 

Cantt. 

091-5284768, 

5272058 

091-5284769 agicopsc@agico.com.pk 

Abbottabad Room-10, Silk Plaza, Mansehra Road, Abbotabad. 0992-342439 0992-342440 agicoabt@agico.com.pk 

Sargodha 43-44, Rehman Business Centre, 2nd Floor, Universi-

ty Road, Sargodha. 

0483-768559-61 0483-768579 agicosgd@agico.com.pk 

Bahawalpur 2nd Floor, Shahab Plaza, Chowk One Unit, Bawawal-

pur. 

0622-284201 0622-284203 agicobwp@agico.com.pk 

AGICO BRANCH NETWORK 

Chief Editor:      Fawad Asif Rana  

Content and Design:   Saima Saifullah 

     Asad Riaz 
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